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“I get involved in so many
experiences and activities I
wouldn’t have the chance to do
otherwise”.
These are the words of resident
Jim Smith, reﬂecting on life at
Amberwood House during a party
to celebrate its Outstanding
rating from care sector regulator
the Care Quality Commission.
Jim, 93, said: “I am as happy now
as I was on the day I moved in
more than a year ago. I have no
complaints but 100,000 thankyous. The staﬀ here respect you
and each other. If you’ve got
care, food and friendship then
you are in business – and here we
have it all.”
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continued on p8

CHEERS: Co-founder of the Colten Group, John Colwell (front) joins Amberwood House
in Ferndown to celebrate its Outstanding rating by the Care Quality Commission.

Carnival fun
has a serious
message
More than 30 members
of ‘Team Colten’,
including residents,
families and staﬀ,
headed the annual
community procession
at the Lymington
Carnival, themed this
year on ‘Saving Our
Planet’.
l For the full story
and more pictures,
see pages 6-7.
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Lindsay scoops
top nursing award

Five homes in the UK elite
Welcome to our autumn edition, which
highlights some of the many ways we make a
positive diﬀerence to the lives of our residents.
Over the summer residents have enjoyed taking
part in many fun and engaging activities, from
leading the parade at a community carnival to
showing oﬀ the beautiful ﬂowers and produce
grown in our gardens.
As one team with a real passion for what we do,
we are thrilled to celebrate our ﬁfth Outstanding
rating from the CQC. Everyone involved with
Amberwood House can be rightly proud. It is
further proof that the drive to be Outstanding
runs through all our homes, our culture and
our DNA.
With Amberwood’s success, we now have 25% of
our inspected homes rated Outstanding. While
there are tens of thousands of inspections
nationally, only 3.5% of care homes gain that top
grade. Many of these are residential only, so it is
even more of an achievement if, like our homes,
you are registered for nursing care too. Our
Outstanding ﬁve are now in the elite nationally.

Lindsay Rees (centre), with her Nurse Award at the Westminster Park
Plaza, London. With her is Gary Bell, RCNi editorial director and TV
presenter Kate Garraway.
Clinical Manager Lindsay Rees
has been awarded one of
professional nursing’s top
accolades.

to 47% fewer falls per week, while
our dedicated dementia home in
Poole, The Aldbury, saw a 35%
drop in falls.

We know what Outstanding looks like; the
challenge is to maintain the high standards every
day. It’s all about giving residents and their
families the best experience possible, taking a
‘can do’ approach, and staying in the vanguard of
best practice.

Judges at the Royal College of
Nursing declared her the winner
of the Nursing Older People
category at this year’s RCNi
Nurse Awards.

The techniques and resources are
now being rolled out to other
homes, where reductions in the
numbers of falls are already
being observed.

It follows the success of a new risk
assessment strategy Lindsay has
introduced, to help reduce the
number of falls experienced by
frail and older residents.

Lindsay added: “I am delighted
about the positive eﬀect on the
wellbeing of individual older
people living in our homes, as well
as the great staﬀ engagement
achieved with this project.”

Therefore, as well as CQC ratings, we see
recognition of our success in continually positive
reviews on Carehome.co.uk, where our newest
home, Bourne View, recently received the top
rating of 10/10. We also welcome feedback from
surveys of residents, relatives, staﬀ and fellow
professionals, and invitations to present at
important care sector events such as the
forthcoming Dementia Congress.
Such third-party feedback and advocacy provides
the essential learnings that set us apart as the
care provider of choice and employer of choice.
I hope you enjoy your autumn Chronicle. You can
receive more information on individual homes by
joining the mailing list for our quarterly
community newsletters. Please speak with your
Home Manager, or send an email to
marketing@ColtenCare.co.uk and we will add
you to the list. If you have any feedback on the
Chronicle, please tell us at
ContactUs@ColtenCare.co.uk
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Speaking after the awards
ceremony in London, Lindsay said:
“The most overwhelming thing is
to be in the room with so many
amazing nurses from across the
NHS and elsewhere and then to
hear your name read out. I was
genuinely surprised.”
Lindsay designed her falls strategy
to help nurses and care staﬀ
identify and manage risk factors.
The approach is deliberately
positive, allowing residents to
maintain freedom and mobility.
A 24-week pilot at our Salisbury
nursing home Braemar Lodge led

RCNi judge Caroline Shuldham
said: “Lindsay’s initiative
succeeded not only in reducing
the incidence and burden of falls in
her care home residents and
making the environment safer, but
achieving this while maximising
residents’ personal freedom and
opportunities to pursue the
activities they enjoy.”
Now in their 32nd year, the Nurse
Awards cover all aspects of
nursing and mainly attract entries
from across the NHS. This year
saw 700 entries in 16 categories.
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Banishing loneliness
with tea and company
Our new Poole home, Bourne View, has
begun hosting free get-togethers for
people in the community who may be
feeling lonely and want to ﬁnd
company and conversation.

1.2 million chronically lonely older
people in the UK, with the number of
over-50s experiencing loneliness set to
reach two million by 2025/6 – a 49%
increase in ten years.

The tea parties take place on the third
Thursday of each month in the home’s
Rooftop Terrace and tree-top Canopy
Café, with the events badged ‘Teas in
the Trees’.

Home Manager Sohail Daniel said:
“There is increasing awareness of older
people struggling with loneliness and
the detrimental eﬀects it can have on
health and well-being.

Research by Age UK estimates there are

“We want to do our bit to help older

people in the community we serve.”
Bourne View resident Pat Tharme said:
“It’s a really good idea to welcome
people in to our care home who are on
their own.”

l If you or if someone you know would
love to join us at Bourne View, we
would be delighted to meet you over
a cup of tea.

Survey shows satisfaction in nursing older people
“Nursing is a hard-working job,
requiring hands-on experience so you
need support. I’ve certainly been given
everything required for me to do my
job and there is ample opportunity for
staﬀ to continue training. You are very
much encouraged to progress in the
direction you want to go in.

Our ﬁrst dedicated nurses’ survey has
given us great feedback on how our
professionals view their practical,
day-to-day work.
Covering topics such as pay, beneﬁts,
support, supervision, roles and
responsibilities, the responses will help
guide recruitment and career
development from now on.

“I came from the NHS and have found
this a very positive move. It’s so
refreshing that your suggestions are
listened to and taken on board. Happy
staﬀ make for happy residents.”

Among the headline ﬁndings, more
than nine out of ten respondents say
they feel valued in their home team and
have the variety and freedom to
provide consistently good care,
putting residents ﬁrst.
The survey ﬂagged some points for
development, including changes to the
induction experience for new recruits
and a more standardised approach to
shift handovers across our homes.
Philippa Read, a Senior Night Nurse at
our Lymington dementia care home

Linden House, said: “Surveys are
important in giving a care provider an
oversight of how they are progressing
and to show if there are any points
missing in induction, training or
ongoing support.

Operations Director Elaine Farrer, a
qualiﬁed nurse in the care sector for
more than 30 years, said: “Our
respondents recognise the
responsibility they have and the range
of clinical and personal skills they need
to do their job. We understand the
paramount importance of having
professional, committed nurses
delivering older people’s care.”
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“A great success which was
beyond our expectations”.
The words of Charles Hubberstey, Colten
Care’s Head Gardener, after the inaugural
Colten Village Produce Show.
And what a success the show proved to be,
with up to 500 residents involved in what is
set to become a new annual favourite in the
Colten calendar.
All 21 of our homes took part, choosing to
enter up to 24 separate show classes.
They ranged from designing a garden
gnome, representing a home, to ‘Spud in a
bucket’, the most potatoes, by weight,
grown from seed.
Other classes included making edible
preserve from produce grown in a home’s
garden, to making an animal from fruit or
vegetables, and ﬂower arranging.
“The classes really brought out the
creative and artistic spirit of our residents,
and the competiveness (!), and also
engaged everyone at not just the individual
homes, but across the whole Colten Care
family,” said Charles.
All the hard work and activities came to a
climax in August, when three clusters of
seven homes each exhibited their entries
at Bourne View, Brook View and Belmore
Lodge. Charles and fellow judge Adrian
Drodge had the hard task of judging the
classes, assisted by senior companionship
team leaders Ben Benson-Breen and
Donia O’Connor who also helped organise
the shows.
Charles, who came up with the idea of
organising a Colten Village Produce Show
after visiting his village show in Pilley,
Hampshire, a year ago, said: “It’s been
fantastic to see how residents, staﬀ and
relatives have taken up the shows with
such enthusiasm!”
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“They have been a lot of hard work, but
tremendously rewarding and we will
certainly be repeating in future years.”

l Special thanks go to everyone who took
part, as well as our companionship,
gardening and hotel services’ teams.
The winners were:
Group A:
Overall winner: Kingﬁshers
Best in show: Bourne View
Group B:
Overall winner: Braemar Lodge
Best in show: Castle View
Group C:
Overall winner: Woodpeckers
Best in show: Woodpeckers

From ﬂowers and produce to crafts
and gnomes, our homes threw
themselves into the inaugural
produce show, giving judges Charles
(above, left) and Adrian a tough job!
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coming up roses

arrows and potatoes...)
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Saving the planet,
carnival-style!

There was nothing fishy
about Colten Care’s
environmental message
for this year’s Lymington
Carnival parade
6 LYMINGTON CARNIVAL ROUND-UP

They set out to party – and still share a
vital message.
Residents of our New Forest homes
did their bit for the environment as they
led the way in style at this year’s
Lymington Carnival.
More than 30 members of ‘Team Colten’,

including residents, families and staﬀ,
headed the annual community
procession themed this year on ‘Saving
Our Planet’.
Our parade ﬂoat was a giant, transparent
model ﬁsh on wheels, made out of wire
and wood and pulled along solely by staﬀ
muscle power.

Summer 2019

Inside were dozens of discarded plastic
bottles and containers collected locally by
team members.

watching the parade. The weather was
pleasant. I enjoyed every minute of it.”

Residents took the ocean theme and made
colourful decorations, such as blankets with
mermaids’ tails, papier-mâché globes and
jellyﬁsh umbrellas.

Fellow resident Les Kemp said: “Taking part
was a very good experience, especially when
they asked me to sit on the platform bike. I
used to go cycling with my wife and it brought
back some lovely memories.”

We enabled participants to travel in the
comfort of specially adapted bikes, thanks to
our partnership with PedALL, a registered
charity that provides cycling for people with
lack of mobility.

Ben Benson-Breen, Senior Companionship
Team Leader, said: “Even if you are living in a
care home you can still play a full part in
community life.

“I had a lovely day,” said 101-year-old June
Litton from Kingﬁshers in New Milton. “I had no
option but to keep smiling for all the people

“This year our residents also showed that, like
anyone else, they care very much about the
climate emergency facing the planet.”
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Amberwood House makes
for an Outstanding quintet

PARTY: Smiles all round – plus cake!

s

from p1

Jim’s thoughts were echoed
by fellow resident Florrie
Hughes, who added: “This
is a lovely home with a
devoted team. Colten Care
is very lucky to have such
loyal staﬀ.”
Amberwood House in
Ferndown, Dorset, is the ﬁfth
Colten Care home to be
declared Outstanding, the
CQC’s highest grade
possible. Across the country,
only 3.5 per cent of the tens
of thousands of care homes
inspected have achieved this
top rating.

home but choose to stay
because they like it so much.”
Jim, who comes into that
category as a former respite
resident himself, said: “The
manager is tremendous. Her
door is always open if you
want to discuss anything, and
she takes time to sit and talk.
That means so much to me.
It’s so nice to be happy.”
Inspectors also praised the
home’s quality monitoring
and audit procedures,
admissions process, support
for nurses’ career
progression and induction
programme for new staﬀ.

In their report on
Amberwood House, CQC
inspectors identiﬁed a range
of strengths, particularly in
the home’s leadership and
eﬀectiveness.

Amberwood House’s
success means that a quarter
of our 20 inspected homes
are in the elite of homes
nationally. It’s an especially
remarkable achievement if,
like Colten Care, homes are
registered for nursing.

They wrote: “Some people
who come in for respite care
decide to come and live at
the home as their experience
is so good. They could go

The inspection took place
before former Home
Manager Gill Irish left to take
the reins of our Chichester
home Wellington Grange.
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PASSION FOR WHAT WE DO: Previous Home Manager Gill Irish,
left, with resident Jim Smith and current Home Manager
Heather Lawrence.
Returning to join Jim, Florrie,
fellow residents and staﬀ at
the celebration party, Gill said:
“I have always been very
proud of Amberwood House
and still am. Staﬀ are at the
heart of what makes it such a
special place. They are
incredibly friendly and caring.”
New Home Manager Heather
Lawrence said: “I am
privileged to have taken over
the running of an
Outstanding home.”
Our four other Outstanding

homes are Linden House in
Lymington, Woodpeckers in
Brockenhurst, Canford
Chase in Poole and
Kingﬁshers in New Milton.
Our other 15 inspected
homes are all rated Good.
Our new home, Bourne View,
which opened in Poole, has
yet to be inspected by the
CQC, but it has already
achieved the top rating of
10/10 on the independent
Carehome.co.uk review
website.
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Whether relaxing in the garden, having tea or a chat with friends and staﬀ, or having their hair
done, most residents and relatives rate our homes as excellent or good.

The scores are in...
Residents and their relatives tell us what they think about the
care they receive in our homes – and the results are fantastic
The results are in from our
latest surveys of residents
and relatives, asking their
opinions on all aspects of
care, including nursing,
dining, activities and the
home environment.
Ninety-three per cent of
residents who responded,
rate the overall quality of care
they receive as either
excellent or good. Two
homes scored 100% for this:
Brook View in West Moors
and Braemar Lodge in

Salisbury. Among relatives
who responded, 94% rate
their loved ones’ quality of
care as excellent or good,
with three homes – all
providing dedicated
dementia care – scoring
100%. These are The Aldbury
in Poole, St Catherines View
in Winchester and Fernhill
in Longham.
Asked what things would
make life even better,
residents cited suggestions
such as more time with staﬀ,

more trips to the seaside,
and more ﬁsh choices on
our menus.

consistent care delivery
provided all day, every day by
our staﬀ.

Elaine Farrer, Operations
Director (pictured above,
right), said lots of ideas were
already being discussed at
resident and relative
meetings and would be acted
on. She added: “We the take
the views of our residents
and relatives very seriously
and we are proud of the
highly positive feedback we
receive. It is testimony to the

“Feedback is invaluable as it
helps us identify what we are
doing well, so giving us the
chance to share best practice
and, where we can, do better.
We would like to thank
everyone who took part.”
l The survey results for each
home are displayed in each of
the home’s reception area
and discussed at resident
and relative meetings.
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and Creative Writing. While
at university, I gained a
place on an internship,
which became a parttime job, as a Marketing
Oﬃcer for a London
Business Improvement
District.
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As our Digital Marketing
Executive, Bronia Waldron
manages all of our digital
platforms. These include
the Colten Care website,
individual home sites,
Google Ads, Google
Analytics and email
marketing.
She keeps up to date with
the latest analytical tools to
measure our online
engagement. Website

It was here that I
discovered my interest for
digital marketing. Soon
after graduation I started
working at Colten Care as a
Digital Marketing Assistant
and have recently been
promoted to Digital
Marketing Executive.
maintenance and redesign
are also a key part of her
role. This helps to keep our
digital presence both
competitive and stimulating
to browsers.

Q: Who was your ﬁrst childhood hero?
A: Charlotte Brontë. I couldn’t put Jane
Eyre down when I was a child.
Q: What would be your ideal holiday?
A: Road trip up the west coast in the
Scottish Highlands. I did the journey
with my boyfriend during the summer
and I would love to go back.
Q: What are you superstitious about?
A: Everything! I have to salute at every
lonely Magpie I see to avoid bad luck.
Q: Who would you most like to be
trapped in a lift with?
A: My sisters. Time ﬂies by when we
embark on a gossip session!
Q: Who do you most admire?
A: My parents. They have raised ﬁve
children who are all within six years of
each other. I can only imagine the
sacriﬁces they had to make in order to
give us all such a wonderful childhood.
Q: What car do you drive?
A: A VW Up. It’s so small, my brother
calls it a toaster!
Q: What makes you angry?
A: Many things! Rudeness towards
Customer Service workers, littering, fox
hunting, killing spiders, Katie Hopkins.
To be honest, the list is endless. I have a
short fuse!
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Here we catch up with
Bronia to ﬁnd out a little
more about her.
Career history: I graduated
in August 2018 with a 2.1 BA
Hons in English Literature

Q: What is your favourite smell?
A: Freshly baked bread.
Q: Cats or dogs?
A: Deﬁnitely dogs.
Q: What is the ﬁrst thing you do when
you wake up in the morning?
A: Moan.
Q: What is your earliest memory?
A: My brothers and sisters and I
huddling around my mum in front of the
ﬁre as she read us The Lion the Witch
and the Wardrobe.
Q: Which TV/radio programme do you
try never to miss?
A: Grand Designs! My parents
designed and built my house, so I have
grown up with an interest in
architecture. I would love to renovate a
ruined Scottish castle one day.
Q: What is the best thing about your
role?
A: I love experimenting with various
digital tools to learn what works for
Colten and what doesn’t. It is very
rewarding to do something, like a
webpage redesign, and seeing an
increased user engagement through
Google Analytics.
Q: …And what is the worst?

Interests: I love reading and
writing witty poetry. Two of
my rather strange poems
have been published in
anthologies.
I am a huge dog lover and
family orientated.

A: : Usually if we have an increased user
engagement on our website, there is a
reason for it, like a PR story or an event.
The worst thing about my job is not
being able to ﬁgure out the reason why
we may see a higher or lower user
engagement. I love analysing data and
ﬁnding correlations. When that just
doesn’t happen, that can be very
frustrating. But sometimes, there is no
rhyme or reason to the data.
Q: What would be your desert island
luxury?
A: Music. Speciﬁcally, 60s/70s.
Q: What do you wish you were good at?
A: I would love to be able to play the
piano.
Q: What has been the crowning
moment in your life to date?
A: Obliterating my boyfriends’ family at
Monopoly twice over one Christmas.
Q: What is your favourite meal?
A: Pizza.
Q: What would be your dream job?
A: Historian specialising in medieval
literature and culture.
Q: If you could bring something extinct
back to life what would it be?
A: The answer must be Dinosaurs! How
cool would that be?
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Music and Arts Partner Fiona Pritchard with Pearl, a resident who was inspired to take up the violin in a community orchestra for
people with dementia.

Fiona masters the art of music
Fiona’s study into how
music can help alleviate
feelings of loneliness in
those living with
dementia has helped her
gain a masters degree
The positive diﬀerence music can make
to people living with dementia is the
focus of a Master’s degree successfully
completed by our Music and Arts
Partner Fiona Pritchard.
Drawing on her work in bringing ‘lived’
musical experiences to our residents,
Fiona designed a research project which
evaluated the beneﬁts for those with
dementia who may feel lonely.

Her dissertation is the central part of an
MSc in Dementia Studies she has
pursued through a distance-learning
programme with the University of
Bradford. She graduates this autumn.
Fiona said: “I wanted to gain a better
understanding of the experience of
dementia and the extent to which music
shared one-to-one can improve
underlying feelings of isolation.
“I completed a relatively small-scale
study, but it showed music can deﬁnitely
help. It is a universal language and oﬀers
an avenue of communication.
“I’m now sharing some elements of
what I’ve been doing by providing
written guidance for care staﬀ and I
hope to roll the ﬁndings out more widely
as an upskilling opportunity.”
A professional musician, Fiona joined us

in 2014, having previously studied at the
prestigious Guildhall School of Music
and Drama in London.
Her role is to promote and support
music and arts activities in all our
homes, engaging directly with residents
both in participatory group sessions
and in more therapeutic individual
interactions.
With her MSc completed, Fiona aims to
do further research. She is also due to
present ﬁndings from her dissertation at
the national Dementia Congress in
Doncaster in November, in conjunction
with our Consultant Admiral Nurse
Adam Smith.
Fiona said: “I’ve thoroughly enjoyed
studying to complete my Master’s
degree and have had really helpful and
supportive engagement from residents,
relatives and colleagues.”
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Martina aims to nurture home-grown talent
The six homes in our New Forest cluster
have a new Operations Manager.
Martina Lamden is a former police
inspector who moved into senior
operations in the healthcare sector.
She spent 17½ years with the police in
Gloucestershireand became interested
in healthcare while doing an 18-month
project focused on places of safety for
vulnerable people.
Five years with the nationwide dental
services provider Oasis Healthcare,
followed by senior roles at two other
dental companies, gave Martina further
management insight.

“My time in the police was
very varied,” she says. “It
was diﬃcult but rewarding
and with the experiences
you have you become a
very resilient individual.
“I knew that Colten
absolutely ﬁtted my
values in terms of
developing and nurturing
home-grown talent,
building a team culture
and celebrating success. Now that I am
here, I am loving every minute of it.
“My focus at Colten is to ensure that
residents receive a gold standard service

A Liverpool supporter,
Martina describes herself
as “a huge sports fan and
highly competitive”. She
was a black belt in judo and
was a national junior
champion. She also played
rugby for Great Britain Police.
Martina lives in Charlton Marshall with
her 18-year-old daughter Lauren and
their three dogs.

Julie’s local connections

Home Manager
Heather is a
former CQC
inspector

Julie House is very much on
home ground as she takes on
the running of Belmore Lodge
in Lymington.

Heather Lawrence took over the reins at Amberwood
House in Ferndown after its inspection by the Care
Quality Commission led to our ﬁfth Outstanding rating.
Speaking at the celebration party attended by residents,
families and team members, the new Home Manager
said: “From the ﬁrst time I visited, Amberwood House
has been a welcoming and helpful place to be. I am
privileged to have taken over the running of an
Outstanding home.”
Heather is supremely qualiﬁed to know just how great
the rating success is because she was previously an
Adult Social Care Inspector with the CQC.
She said: “Residents were really supportive when I ﬁrst
met them and were very interested in ﬁnding out all
about me. The staﬀ team clearly care greatly about the
residents and have also been really welcoming to me.
“Going forward I want to provide stability and to continue
to ensure that residents receive excellent care which is
tailored to meet their individual needs.
“Staﬀ are doing a fantastic job and I want to make sure
they feel valued in their roles and that we work as one
team. I am also looking forward to getting to know all of
the residents, and their families and friends too.”
Heather, a keen runner and netball player, originally hails
from Brixham near Torbay in Devon and now lives in
Lytchett Matravers near Poole with her husband Paul and
their daughters Chloe and Kaitlyn.
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in their experiences of our
homes. To achieve that we
must have staﬀ who are
well motivated, supported
and who feel valued.”

The new Home Manager is
from a ﬁfth generation New
Forest family and has many
local connections with people
and community groups.
Before joining the care sector, she was a private
secretary at New Forest District Council, a hotel chef
manager in Brockenhurst and an operations manager for
a helicopter company.
She initially took on a care role at a dementia care home run
by a friend and worked her way up the management ladder
there. She followed this by managing another home,
making improvements that were recognised by both the
CQC and social services in both cases.
At the same time, she studied and gained qualiﬁcations at
Level 7, equivalent to a master’s degree.
“I love people and am a very quick learner,” says Julie, who
still lives in the family home in Lyndhurst. “I was brought up
by my grandparents and because of that I have an aﬃnity
with the older generation.”
Julie is also full of praise for the welcome she has received
at Belmore Lodge. “This is a beautiful, well run and well
maintained home and every member of staﬀ has been
warm and welcoming. My goal is to have everyone working
together to achieve that coveted Outstanding award and I
want to strengthen the home’s role as a real hub for the
local community.”
Outside work, Julie has a daughter Lily and enjoys cooking,
travel and history.
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